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Restored Antony
Koerbin

Ready to cover

Simple magic timer
adaptation - 6g, easily
programmable to 15mins

Raynors farm

The model was given to me by Dos Porter and
was from the estate of Del Adams.
Wing before restoration

The model was silk covered and the silk was
completely rotton. Del had made it from a 4K kit
and I dont think by the look of it that the model had
own for about thirty years
Rob Wallace bought some bit back for me. The
model was stripped and recovered - the wings in
mylar and tissue and the fus in mylar and vintage
red/ white checkerboard silk
It now had a simple magic timer and when Roger
Morrell reprogrammes the unit the RDT should be
operational
It is a great performer and a joy to watch ying
Ready for rst test ight

First test at Hills farm

Checking Wing Incidence
Stan Mauger
I have sometimes been suspicious of differences in wing
incidence when a free ight scale model shows a nasty turn
under power. This article previously published in AMAC
Slipstream, shows the method that I have used to sort out this
problem. Having used this checking method on other models
built since then, I am motivated to share it with a wider
readership. There may well be applications for other branches
of aeromodelling as well.
I decided to be a little more scientic than just sighting the two
wings from the trailing edge end, in the case of my 48” span
Auster, a model that has given me a few trimming headaches.
The simple construction that I made to check this took under an
hour and was enough to reassure me that the wings are now at
the same incidence angles. Here’s how I went about it.

Cut two panels to support the templates. I made mine out of
3mm ply but thick corrugated cardboard or foamboard could
also be used. I made them 250mm x 250mm. Only a thin glue
line is needed. Aliphatic adhesive is ideal.

To ensure a good bond, the rst template was clamped to the
rst ply plate.

Cut the underside contour of the wing aerofoil using a template.
I used a piece of 75mm x 3mm balsa and cut the shape from
each side as above.

Pin the second rib template over the rst, lining up as carefully
as possible.

Then cut through the balsa sheet to create two templates of
roughly the same size.

Run a glue line over this template.

Then line up the bottom edge of the second sheet over the rst.
I used a 12mm square pine strip as a stop.
The model was slung on the templates to check incidence.
(The template rear contour needed some nal tailoring to allow
for the trailing edge aps on the Auster).

A 3mm balsa scrap was needed between the two clamped
sheets above to pack out the second sheet.

When thoroughly dry, each of the two template/panels was
held in place with a G-clamped triangular “set square” that I
had used for biplane rigging. These are useful for aligning jigs,
and used here to keep the templates vertical.

Make your own

Wing Bags

Ross Purdy

I have tried various ways of protecting my wings from hanger
rash over the years. The goal is to make something at a
reasonable price that lasts well, is easy to make, and above all
protects the wings from the inevitable scratches and dings
when they are stored and transported.
The design detailed here is the latest evolution of my wing bag design.
I've tried various materials but at present I have found vehicle sunshades to
be the best solution. Not all sunshades are created equal and my favourite
is the one sold at Supercheap Auto. These come in various sizes (small
60*130cm, medium 70*150cm, and large 70*172cm). Winter seems to be a
good time to buy them as you can nd them on special when they aren't
popular for vehicle use. They come in various colours but I stick with the
plain silver ones.
Because they come with a cut out for the rear view mirror and large eyelets
for attaching suction cups to the glass you can't use the entire width.
The other item you need is a good roll of tape for holding the bag together.
Having experimented with a few different types I have found the 50mm wide
3M Scotch Tough transparent Duct Tape to last quite well and is easy to
apply (and remove if you make a mistake!).
You can make either one bag if the wing is shorter than the sunshade
length, or two half bags for bigger wings. For the single bag design, I like to
make one side longer to provide a ap at one end, more on that later.
Begin making the bottom of the bag by trimming off the top of the sunshade
as close to the metal eyelets as possible using a long straight edge (photo 2
& 3). Using a knife remove the elastic straps sown into the piped edging.
Next measure the wing cord and add about 50mm. This is a bit variable
depending on what is protruding from the wing surface (horns, servos etc).
When in doubt add a bit more, as you can always trim it back if it is too wide.
Mark the width on the sunshade and then double check by placing the wing
on top and wrap the sunshade around (measure twice cut once...). When
happy with the width then you can cut to size (Photo 4).
The next step is to cut to the required length. The piece we are cutting
needs to be a little longer than the wing (or half if you are making two). I like
to leave the black piped edge at the open end of the bag to make it look
more professional (Photo 5).
Now that we have one side cut we can start on the other side. Again trim off
the eyelets then using the bottom as a template, mark the width of the top
panel 30 to 40mm wider on both sides (60 to 80mm wider than bottom
panel) and cut the top panel to this mark.
If possible it is nice to have a ap at the open end, so the length of the top
panel needs to be 30 to 40mm longer at the sealed end and either ush or
100 to 150mm longer at the open end. Cut to length again leaving the edge
piping on the open end of the bag (Photo 6).
Once all the cutting has been done, you can start taping it together. Start by
taping the sealed end by folding the top over the bottom panel with the 30 to
40mm overlap (photo 7). Using the knife trim back the overlap on the sides
then cut them off ush with the end (photo 8). Taping the sides is probably
the trickiest part as you need to fold and tape the edge as you go. Do a short
section at a time by folding and creasing the material as best you can.
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If you are making the
bag with a ap at the
open end, you need
to cut the folded edge
back to the width of
the bag (photo 9).
Trim off the excess
parallel to the edges
and stick on a couple
of Velcro dots to hold
the ap closed. It's
now time to stand
back and admire your
new wing bag!
(Photos 10, 11, & 12).

JIGS

The

up

1

Jonathan Shorer

THE TEMPLEMAN JIG
This jig was developed by John Templeman some years ago to
ensure that you ended up with a dead straight fuselage when building
fuselages with fully rounded formers as found on a lot of WWII aircraft.
If you use this method, not only will you end up with a very true
fuselage, it also allows you to add all of the stringers and any
necessary sheeting without the damn thing rolling around the building
board.

2

PHOTO 1
Shows the keels, ½ formers, stringers and sheeting added while
pinned down over the plan. The half shell is taken up off the plan to aid
photographing.
Note that the sheeting does not extend all the way down the keel.
Read on, and as the stripper said, all shall be revealed !
PHOTO 2
After completing the above stage, pieces of 1/8 x 1/4 (guess who’s still
in the ice age)are tack glued in several places across the keels. This is
why the sheeting hasn’t been taken to the keel yet.

3
PHOTO 3
Next take two pieces of sheet balsa, 1/4 or 3/8 will do. Cut these to
length greater than the widest former. These can be used again for
another jig or as laminations for prop blanks or nose formers etcetera.
Glue the two sheets onto the 1/8 x 1/4 cross pieces and when dry turn
over as shown in photo 4
PHOTO 4
Add the other former halves, any desired strengthening cross pieces
and the stringers and sheeting. Again keep the sheeting clear of the
keels and cross pieces.
Note I haven’t added the rear motor peg xing at this stage but it can
be tted when you feel it is appropriate.

4

PHOTO 5
Shows the nal stage prior to carefully cutting away the jig pieces, i.e.
the sheets and the cross pieces. Once free of the jig, sheeting up to
the keels can be completed and then you can press on with the
remainder of the construction.
This jig can be used, with appropriate wood sizes, for models ranging
from Peanuts to larger power models. In the photo there are only four
jig cross pieces but you may need to use more depending on the size
of the model.
The fuselage in the photos is an Earl Stahl Airacobra.

5
I have used this method many times since being shown by John and
are always rewarded with a true fuselage that is easier to work on than
one rolling around.
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JONATHAN’S JIG
Jig number two is one manufactured and used by Jonathan
Shorer.
The base board is a piece of ply measuring 240mm by 900 mm.
The brackets that align the fuselage sides and keeps it all
square, are the right angle ones you can purchase from
Bunnings or any like hardware store.
Holes in the plywood give alignment based on a centre line
carefully marked.
The photos really explain it all.
Very simple and perfect for a square, at sided model.

NDC
Des Richards

In the past two issues we have looked at Hand Launched
Gliders and power models, so the stage is set for this issues
candidate, yes, you guessed it, a rubber model.
Following my theme of one model for multiple events the Flying
Aces Moth from 1937 is my model of choice. Why? Because it
allows me to y Vintage Rubber, Open Rubber, P30 and I
believe it ts the Coupe rules, although I haven’t assembled a
motor and tried yet. It also covers Vintage Duration and most of
the combined events. A very useful model that is easy to build,
not too hard to trim, doesn’t use loads of rubber and gives
heaps of bang for your buck.
Kits are available from Peck-Polymers and Rocky Top Models
plus you see them on eBay occasionally. Plans are available
from John Pond or AeroDyne (Old Time Model Supply). Mark
from our own vintage plan service in Christchurch may also
have a plan or check with any of the vintage yers.
You will notice from the photos that the two models have
different props. A Peck plastic and a carved one. The plastic is
needed for P30 and I have had good performances with mine.
A balsa carved one is lighter and can be more efcient. The
sensible route is to have two nose blocks, one of each that can
be changed depending on event and circumstances.
The construction is mainly 1.5mm square (1/16 inch in real
terms) with the wing ribs from 1.5mm sheet. The ratty looking
one was constructed in 1980 and has own regularly until the
tissue became too brittle.
I have started stripping it down for a recover. After discussions
with Graham Lovejoy, who is a wiz with this type of model, the
covering will be tissue over Mylar this time. Mainly in the
interest of longevity, but when I think back, thirty-ve years from
tissue covering isn’t too bad.
If you haven’t tried one of these small fun models have a go.
You can build them in a week for less than twenty dollars and
have many enjoyable hours without having to think of all the
new parts of 101.

Free Flight has their own rules in the CAA documentation, as
does Control Line.
If you need help don’t hesitate to talk to an “Old Timer”, free
ighter or contact me and I will put you in touch with someone to
assist.
Until next time – y safe and try something new.

National
Decentralised
Championship

NDC

Give it a go

the

WEATHER FORCAST
Here are some photos of the NW arch that formed here in
Hawkes Bay in June on a day of gale-force winds. Note the
clean leading edge of the arch and the turbulent trailing edge.
At one stage I saw two huge circular vortices of cloud peeled
off from the trailing edge – they lasted several minutes before
dissipating , which was quite quick in the timescale of the cloud
formation , possibly showing the inherent instability of vortices.

John Threlfall

MOST
MOST INNOVATIVE
INNOVATIVE
Scotetr’s
Spoon
NZ
NZ ENTRY
ENTRY Vecta 16
Model Flying New Zealand NSI Rep and University of
Canterbury (UC) engineering student Scott Spooner’s entry in
the prestigious Callaghan Innovation ‘C-Prize UAV Challenge’
has been recognised as the most innovative entry across New
Zealand.
Finalists were recently announced in the 2015 Callaghan
Innovation C-PRIZE competition, which was centred on
developing next generation Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
technology for the screen industry.
UAVS are commonly referred to as drones, but there was
nothing common about Scott’s ‘Vecta16’ entry, which received
the prize for innovation. His entry developed technology to
allow a UAV to accurately hold its hover position and altitude in
the highest-speed turbulent wind ow.
“The Vecta16 multi-rotor uses sixteen variable pitch rotors to
create a unique ability to maintain a ‘true’ locked threedimensional location regardless of surrounding conditions,”
explains Scott.
“It can do this while maintaining any desired orientation,
including ying on its side, or completely inverted. The ability to
provide thrust in any 3D direction means the craft can instantly
counteract wind and turbulent air. The Vecta16 is not required
to tilt during forward ight, so can y at high top speeds while
being perfectly level,” says Scott.
Originally from Whanganui, Scott has been a keen model yer
for many years, and takes an active role in not only ying but
also the education and development of RC technology. He has
been studying at UC for four years where he is in the nal year
of completing a Bachelor of Engineering with Honours in
Mechatronics. “UC has excellent facilities for manufacturing
and analysis of prototypes,” says Scott, whose full year project
is being co-supervised by Kelvin Barnsdale, Senior Research
Engineer at UC’s Spatial Engineering Research Centre
(SERC).
Kelvin says Scott is an
accomplished competitive
model aircraft pilot–
experience that is sure to
have come in useful when
developing his competition
entry.
Scott is among the top pilots
in RotorcrossNZ – New
Zealand’s multi-rotor racing
league – and is grateful to
his sponsors Xhover and
KDE Direct, who help make it
possible for him to travel to
compete in races throughout
the country. Scott is also on
the Council of Model Flying
NZ and is a multi-rotor Wings
badge instructor and
examiner. He has committed
himself to understanding the

legal side of the CAA rules and runs a course based around
the new caa101 legislation.
For displaying the highest degree of innovation, Scott won a
$15K Aeronavics UAV (including a GoPro camera, gimbal,
wireless video down link, mission controller and transport
case). The prize is a great boost for Scott, who plans to make
a career in commercial UAV research and development.
Commercial use of UAVs is growing and lm directors are
increasingly using unmanned aircraft to tell their stories and
capture new perspectives in mobile videography. The CPRIZE challenge aimed to address specic screen industry
challenges and advance the commercialisation of innovative
technology.
“Scott’s success is a great example of how RC hobbyists are
learning ways to commercialise their intellectual property (IP),
as well as bring benets to NZ industries,” says Dr Graeme
Woodward, Research Leader at UC’s Wireless Research
Centre
“I think the expansion in the commercial sector is great, it
allows for keen hobbyists such as myself, the opportunity of a
to make a career out of something we are truly passionate
about” says Scott.
Scott no doubt has a bright future ahead of him in the
commercial aero modelling scene and we wish him all the
best in his studies and for his future.
For further details regarding this story you can contact Scott
directly on sms193@uclive.ac.nz

5ft Donahue

" I have always been keen on models from the 30s that
look a bit like real ones. 5 Foot Gas falls into this
catagory with its inverted cowled engine complete
with vents and exhausts, as well as its rear placed
cockpit. I rst found it in the 1937 Frank Ziac yearbook,
which means the 3 view can be used as the basis for a
vintage competition model. In addition Mark Venter,
the keeper of our Plans had a copy of a plan drawn up
for John Pond many years ago. I obtained a copy but
found it full of errors, but still usable as a basis for the
build.
A contributor to my build log on RC Groups even found
an original picture of the designer with his original 5
Foot Gas in an ancient American Modelling magazine,
Flying Aces I think. It shows a young Mark Donahue
with his pride and joy which had won a number of
"Gotch" style events in California where the
appearance of the model was as important as its
performance.
I am building mine at 60 inch span and sized for both
Vintage Electric duration and Electric Texaco Class A.
It will also work for vintage precision. I need to get it
down to a ying weight in the low 30ozs but that looks
do-able despite it being a bit of a lumber yard. I had
been making great progress but my relocation to
Wellington has stalled all that. It just needs a wing then
covering. I will do a USAF training colour scheme as
used in the 30s I think. Yellow wings and tail but with
the dark green fuselage from the Hawk 6 E.
I think it will make a nice ying model with ailerons for
sport ying as allowed by the rules as long as they are
locked out for competition.
So there you have it, an attractive sport model that is
also eligable for 3 vintage RC classes."

Allan
Knox

GRAHAM LOVEJOY SETS
NEW NZ CATAPULT GLIDER RECORD

On August 16th, exactly one year on from claiming the
Catapult Glider Record from Paul Lagan, by one second,
Graham broke his own record. This time by seven seconds,
raising the time to 351 Seconds.
We are wondering if on the 15th of August next year he is
going to get the perfect score of six maxes.

C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S G R A H A M . . . . . . . . .

YET ANOTHER LIPO BATTERY FIRE
Yes I thought I knew all the answers to this problem but I got caught.
I had a Lipo on a charge cycle in my garage on a piece of MDF and
went to have dinner and after some time I became aware that the
noise I was hearing from the garage was not the charger beeping
that it was nished but in fact it was the smoke alarm. I shot out to
the garage (part of the house actually) expecting to see a wall of
ame but I did get a lucky break as there was hardly any damage
just the slow burning remains of the batteries and charring to the
MDF board and some sooty residue over another model. This
could easily have led to a full blown house re.
Both batteries in question were a well known brand 2S 1800mah
Lipo, though pretty old, were not puffed or damaged and the cell
voltage was still very close for each cell and both batteries showed
a 50% charge remaining before I started the cycling. The battery
was on a charge cycle when this happened on a well known
charger set to charge at 2S & 1C and the balance plug was
connected at all times.

I had reason to suspect they were not giving close to full capacity
hence the charging and discharging to check out the capacity. I had
completed a discharge on one battery then fully charged it which
only gave a charge capacity of around 1350mah and then I
connected the other battery and decided to give a charge cycle rst
to see what capacity went in from the 50% point.
From now on all Lipo’s will be charged on bricks or concrete in the
open and I will look into a re proof bag, I would also be loath to
charge them in a car boot as there would be a lot of smoke damage to
your car if one goes up.

Beware this happens without any warning.
Ron Wilson

Mercer
grass racing

control line
events
West Australian
STATE CHAMPS
May 2015

This was the last grass racing at Mercer for the season and I
think it has been a great success.
Great day, only 3 short drizzly showers and lots of racing. We
were missing Graeme, Rod and Chris. Don drove up on Sat
night and parked at the eld, Andrew drove up Sun morning
and even though he slept in he still arrived at a respectable
time.
Andrew did his usual job of working out who could y who and
would we still have enough people to time. And yep it all
worked. I can’t tell you how many entrants Bob had on his sheet
for the 3 classes but I do know there were several penalties
added onto the race times which were under the allowable race
time.
Unfortunately Andrew picked up somebodies head on an
overtake in Classic B and Steve’s ETA 29 model was
somewhat damaged, like no bottom fuselage left. How is the
repair going Steve?
I think Don had time added to one of his Classic A races. Ash
and Bryce Rackley had two very good times in Slow Goodyear.
The Slow Goodyear nal was a real cracker with 5 seconds
between 1st and 2nd then another 30 seconds back to 3rd. It
would have been closer but for an evasive manoeuvre and
accidental shutoff in the rst lap for Andrew.
I had modied the tarmac undercarriage to an extended and
forward leg with a big wheel for grass on one of Ashley’s Class
B Super Tigre models. It’s not that fast for conventional B but
was just ne for Classic B.
By using only 10% nitro and 10% IPA the speed and laps were
acceptable and gave him a legal time. A broken solder joint on
the ller valve stopped him putting in a second time. I didn’t
have time to test Brads B also with a ST 29, but front induction
and steel liner and piston. Almost new but untried yet.

Graeme and I attended this meeting which doubled up as an
Australian team selection meeting for next years World
Champs.
Rubbing shoulders again with the top teams and ying on
the World Champs site was of great benet to us . Also we
experienced their fuel and weather that we hope to get for
the big event next year . Morning temp was around 10
degrees and steadily rose to about 20 then up to 25
depending on the day . Wind was minimal all day .
The circle was smooth and marked out with two sets of
pitting stations . ( I have mentioned this before and is
something we should look at doing in NZ as we are known
for wind ) The only issue we had rst up was the model
skipping a little on landing due to the concrete pulling up a
little at the joins . This has been ground down so is not really
an issue if the pilot holds a little down elevator once on the
ground .
Our rst day of racing didn`t produce any times . First heat
the model bounced out of my hand at the rst stop . 2nd heat
the inline fuel lter jumped over my forearm resulting in the
supply tube kinking off so no fuel delivery . Murphy has a lot
to answer for !
Day 2 , was a case of ``don`t panic Mr ! `` Do we back off and
play safe ? Seem to remember somebody saying to me , go
hard or go home . And so hard it was . Practiced at around
16 degrees , made a judgement call on comp. setting for our
race at 20 degrees. ( most teams test ew just before their
races but we decided to put ourselves to the sword and not
do this ) 1st race our best performance to date . 2nd race
more comp off but not quite enough off . Motor went hard but
hung in there .

Hopefully by next season I will have the ENYA 29 in Bills old
model that I have rebuilt, it goes great with my old ST 29 RV. I
wonder if it will be too fast like Adrian’s model with the ENYA 29.

And so the nal . The best we could hope for was 3rd place .
Nothing to loose so go out fast and see how long we could
hold in there . 2nd stop comp off ,good practice under
pressure .

At the end of the day Andrew had some certicates to hand out
and then it was pack up time, I think we left the eld around 5
o’clock.

All in all a great w/e which more than made up for our failure
at Melbourne .

Thanks to Bob for organising the mowing again.

Rod Brown

Brian Howser.

NSW

Scale Rally

FREE FLIGHT
SOCIETY

Stan Mauger

Above: Bob Craine’s veteran Tiger Moth was rumoured to be due
for retirement. Flew well nevertheless.
Left: Phil Mitchell’s attire was appropriate but also practical in the
early winter morning temperatures.

This year’s rally for free ight scale events in the NSW State
Champs, held at Richmond, north west of Sydney in July, was
better supported than ever. This annual event has grown from
a handful of scale iers to a fully-edged contest for F4A Free
Flight Power scale and Free Flight Rubber Scale. In previous
reports, reference has been made to the excellent venue, a turf
farm, and also to the dependably calm weather. New Zealand
scale free ight iers have always been made welcome and
with ve of us taking part this year, we made a signicant
contribution to the ying there. This was not a Trans Tasman
team event, rather an opportunity for individual iers to
participate in this event. Following the usual weather pattern,
the contest day was misty and a cool 2˚C at 7.00am but the
cloud soon cleared and we were greeted with picture-perfect
ying conditions during the entire day.

F4A Power scale
Several of us had had a glimpse of Roy Summersby’s Sopwith
Swallow, in a test ight on the day before. With a glorious
Rothwell diesel for power and an in-ight throttle system, the
model was seen to y in an impressive pattern in the late
afternoon sun. On the contest day, Phil Mitchell also had an
impressive new model, a Sopwith Strutter, also with on-board
controls. Unfortunately, after some initial ights he was unable
to put in an ofcial entry because of a detected damaged
crankshaft on his Mills engine. Many iers brought several
models for each class – it was a rally after all. Phil was able to
y his veteran Tiger Moth instead. Gary Sunderland has had
vast experience in free ight scale ying and it was no surprise
to see that he had brought three handsome WWII period
models including his Taube, Sopwith Triplane and Be12b. It
was the latter that he entered in F4A scale. Regrettably, the

model was damaged before he could record an ofcial ight.
Tahn Stowe brought his huge (by free ight scale standards)
Hawker Hurricane, spanning 60” and powered by an ED 3.46.
After some impressive launches the model failed to gain much
altitude.
From New Zealand, Ricky Bould and George Fay were also
unable to record ofcial ights after problems with model trim.
Don Spray had a great ights from his Zlin 37T low winger that
ew realistic circuits of the eld. Stan Mauger found his
Antarctic Auster once again a reliable ier after having sorted
out his Merlin(s).

Rubber Power scale for the Reg Jude Trophy
As the results show, Rubber Scale attracted a smaller number
of iers. Gary Sunderland ew his Grumman Wildcat in short
ights, and Phil Warren his now well-own Gipsy Comper
Swift. Don Spray put in excellent ights with his Zlin 37T
(rubber scale version). George Fay had less luck with his
rubber powered Airacobra that was damaged before he could
make an ofcial ight. Mike Mulholland had a clear advantage
in this event with his new DH Tiger Moth that was both lightly
built and well detailed. It was a great outing for this new model
built from the Avetek kit and proof of how well this design can
y.
With two sets of judges for static and ying, lunch on the eld
and a sumptuous prize-giving dinner on the following evening,
this was a well-organised and enjoyable contest.

Rally ying
In addition to models entered in the two events there were a
number of other models own. An APS Fearnley-designed Bird
Dog was seen ying well after some initial help with trimming
on the eld. An SE5a with a .25cc Schlosser built by Australian
modeller Peter Jackson, was own by another modeller in his

absence. Phil Warren had an ambitious Auster Ambulance,
reduced in size from the Aeromodeller plan and own under
rubber power. It needed further trimming but showed promise.
Roy Summersby’s electric powered FE8 and Ricky Bould’s
CO2 Comper Swift both ew well but sustained minor
damage. George Fay’s Pe2 rubber twin ew lazy circuits of the
main eld. Don Spray used the opportunity to give his Stahl
Stinson Voyager some ying. The real show-stopper of the
rally ying was Mike Mulholland’s Sopwith Camel, developed
from the Keil Kraft 3/6D kit. It is nely detailed and an amazing
ier for its size. It was awarded “People’s Choice”.
This annual event is highly recommended for anyone
interested in free ight scale and well worth the trip to get there.
Further details are available on the NSW Free Flight Society’s
website or email Stan Mauger: stanm09c4@gmail.com

Results
F4A Free Flight Power Scale
1. Stan Mauger
Antarctic Auster C4
2. Phil Mitchell
DH Tiger Moth
3. Roy Summersby
Sopwith Swallow
4. Don Spray
Zlin 37T
5. Bob Craine
DH Tiger Moth
Ricky Bould
AusterAOP9
George Fay
Bell Airacobra
Tahn Stowe
Hawker Hurricane
Gary Sunderland
Be12b

1461.5
1301.5
1273.0
1252.0
1167.0
-

Free Flight Rubber Scale – Reg Jude Trophy
1. Mike Mulholland
DH Tiger Moth
2. Phil Warren
Gipsy Comper Swift
3. Don Spray
Zlin-37T
4. Gary Sunderland
Grumman Wildcat

1548.0
1356.5
1262.5
1028.0

Above:
A real gem. Mike Mulholland’s Sopwith camel Built from the Keil
Kraft 3/6D design of the 50s.
Right top to bottom:
In the mist before the contest, Ricky Bould’s A0P9
Stan Mauger’s Antarctic Auster C4 in Trans Antarctic Expedition
colours
Launching action. Don Spray’s Zlin 37T off for a good ight.
Mike Mulholland’s Tiger Moth resplendent in the sun, between its
many ights.
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Quotat

Northern Helicopter Modellers Club committee appreciates all
the support during Sunday’s Multirotor racing event. Everyone
chipped in to make the event relaxing. Humorous & very
eventful all at the same time..
Danny took care organising pilots/pegs (Yep, its gone full
circle, we are back to the infamous peg system) 5.8 GHz video
frequencies with only some minor issues.
The majority of iers choose just to master the course at their
own pace until someone said:
“Do you wanna race me”? (Danny: shame on you) suddenly it
was ‘ALL’ on…let the racing begin!!
(I notice ve quads
sitting on the start grid ready for race lift off.) The racing was
ve laps or until the last man standing so to speak, the later was
unfortunately more favourable Ha.
The course was set out with two things in mind; make it
manageable for newbies, exciting & changeling for the more
experience pilots. Race track number one circuit, saw two
slaloms imbedded into the circuit (newbies race track) the
more advanced track saw two arches plus one very…very low
half loop in the circuit (Re; photo)
A BBQ Lunch (courtesy of Ray’s domestic ability) saw
everyone fed & ready for an afternoon of ying, chatting &
sorting the World problems.
A 240v generator was on hand for the charging side of things.
A lucky Draw for every entrant/pilot was handed out at
registration. Out of 25 pilots Russell was the lucky recipient of
the lucky Draw.
NHMC hope to run a Multirotor race event meeting last
weekend of each month (weather depending) this event is not
just restricted to 250 size Drones, everyone is very welcome to
join in the fun & experience the Hospitality & atmosphere
Northern Helicopter Modellers Club is known for.
During the winter period Multirotor racing will be advertised at
short notice, we are having to choose weekends without the
dreaded rain in the forecast plus avoid strong winds.
Coming Multirotor racing events will be posted on our events
page on NHMC club website www.rcheliclub.co.nz

Top to bottom:
250 size quad navigating the small hoop.
Aerial shot of race track layout, practice Day Saturday.
World issues being sorted by NZ pilots.
I'm sure my R/T Blackout quad cart wheeled in this direction.
Tri copter ready for the challenge on race Day.

What is

F3K

?

and how did we get our team
ready to go to Croatia?

A Discus Launch Glider (DLG) is a radio controlled model sailplane
launched using a ‘discus launch’ in which the glider is held by a wingtip and
rotated around the yer by hand before release. Using this method of
launching the average ier can achieve launch heights of greater than 140
feet (43 m), with the better throwers exceeding 200-foot (61 m) high
launches. The discus method of hand launching has now in effect replaced
the older ‘javelin style’ launch, where a hand launched model glider would
be launched over-arm, like a javelin would be thrown. The discus launch is
far easier, more efcient and less physically demanding than the javelin
launch.
Although some DLG designs utilize a traditional built-up construction using
balsa wood and covering lm, most DLG models are generally now
constructed from composite materials, in the form of Kevlar, carbon ber
and glass ber. Fuselages are molded in Kevlar/carbon and epoxy, with
wings either molded as a hollow composite shell, or vacuum bagged over a
wire-cut foam core. Most DLG models use aileron, rudder and elevator
control, with the ailerons also being used as camber changing aps for
different modes of ight and also as air-brakes for landing. A modern DLG
model weighs approximately 9 or 10 ounces (255-283 grams) and has
sophisticated aerodynamics. Many pilots use computer radio transmitters
with full mixing and ight mode capabilities in order to optimize
performance and set up the models for ight as near perfectly as possible.
DLG models are used for both general fun/sport ying and also for contest
ying. F3K is the international contest class for radio controlled, handlaunched model gliders. Although the roots of RC hand-launched gliders
can be traced back to the late 1970s, F3K is a relatively new aeromodelling
discipline, becoming ofcially recognized by the FAI (international body
responsible for aeromodelling competition disciplines) in 2007. F3K
gliders are limited to a 1.5 meter wingspan. F3K competitions consist of a
group of iers completing a number of predened ight tasks involving
launching, ying and landing the model in a number of timed durations.
Just the hand launch and thermal currents of rising air (thermals) are used
to sustain the ight. Since thermals cannot be seen, F3K pilots rely on
ground signs such as surface wind velocity, temperature and direction;
signs such as circling birds, bugs, or rising particulates; and changes of
direction or attitude of the glider due to the thermal itself. The pilot uses
these signs to resolve the approximate location of the thermal. For F3K
tasks where longer durations are needed, positioning and maintaining the
model glider in thermal rising air is paramount. Contest strategy includes
determining the location of thermals before the pilot launches. Discus
launched gliders can be made from a combination of foam, balsa, carbon
ber, kevlar, and other materials. Prices of these models range from $100
to $900 plus. This year, the team are using the Snipe model, designed by
Joe Wurts and made by Vladimir models in the Ukraine, these models
retail at around $1000 and each ier requires three to take part in the
competition.

To get an idea about set up, here is Kevin Botherway
describing how he sets up his model. “This setup is for Mode 1
and I am right handed I have a spring tted on the throttle lever
to always have the aps away so when catching the aps
return to the speed position
Switch 1
I have the toggle switch moved to the LH rear switch position
(For Launch) it springs down or away
Launch is holding it up
Switch 2
The only other switch I use is a 3 position switch on the RH side
1st top one
This has the following:
Speed in down
Cruise in neutral
Thermal in up
The toggle switch (switch 1) also has a stop watch set up to it
we generally use a three minute timer for practice this activates
once the switch is released (you do have to push clear once
you have landed). This switch also has my rotation trimmed
and when pulled up ready it gives a slight amount of thermal
ap and required elevator settings for the rotation part. When
released (just as its leaving my hand it reverts to speed mode)
When I am catching or launching the switch 2 is always in
speed mode so the model for the drive in launch is trimmed in
speed mode to drive very straight.
I do have extra thermal ap on the RH slider to increase if ever
required

I have snap ap both up and down mixed to my elevator ie: up
elevator 5mm odd of down ap and down elevator 5mm of up
ap
I have a small amount rudder mix to my ailerons in all modes
Most aileron movement is around 12mm up and down
As much down elevator as I can get and around 6mm up
(mainly for the pop over on launch)I do y with xed thermal
and speed setting usually trimmed to optimum positions for the
conditions ie: if carrying ballast I increase the preset thermal
slightly etc I have my main switch (switch 2) away from my
elevator hand to maintain a more constant ight. We have
certainly noticed its so important to not have any rudder trim in
during the 2nd phase of launch (speed) this can decrease your
launches.”
So having set up your model with all the switches, how do you
trim the plane to y as you want it?
First, be certain the ailerons move equal angles up and down
over the full extent of travel. It doesn’t matter what the angles
are, or what the actual surface differential is or what the
transmitter settings are… for now just equal. Some people like
lots of aileron travel, some less. Suit yourself in terms of total
travel , thus roll response, remembering that less is good in
terms of drag.
Now, y the airplane directly at you, without ANY rudder use or
mixing, at an altitude (low) where you can clearly see the nose
response to control inputs. Apply full left/right aileron control
inputs in a bang-bang manner. Keep it short. You are looking
for transient response. Look at the nose response. Does it go

up… or down? You will be looking only for pitch response at
this point.
Be very careful to not tweek the elevator stick as this will lead to
erroneous conclusions. If the nose goes down there is too
much “up” aileron. Reduce the “up” versus “down” differential.
Do it again until the nose stays put in pitch.
If the nose goes up there is too much “down” aileron so x the
“differential” as above. I could care less where the actual
aileron surface differential ends up… or what the transmitter
numbers are. We are only looking for aero response, not
numbers.
Now, again ying the airplane directly at you, pay attention to
the yaw response while doing bang-bang roll inputs. If the nose
moves to the right with a left roll command (that is airplane
right, left as you view it) that is adverse yaw. Add some left
rudder mix. Vice versa for a right roll command of course. Keep
increasing the rudder mix until the nose stays put, right on the
(fuselage) roll axis.
Now, recheck the roll pitch response and tweek both until that
nose stays put. Next, go thermal the bird. If the nose seems to
drop in a thermal turn, WITH PROPER AND EXPECTED up
elevator input depending on the turn radius, you may want to
decrease the rudder mix a tad. Mess with all of this, in very
small increments, until the bird becomes a pussycat to y.
For those that y manual rudder (I don’t) good luck, same for
those ying rudderless. For the manual rudder guys, I still
believe a bit of built-in rudder mixing is worthwhile. If you think
you can improve on the turn coordination it’s still there for you
and you are no less the “man.”
You’ve got your plane all set up and now it is time to try it out in
competition. Here is what is involved.
Pre-ight
Equipment: Making sure all your gear is in order so that all you
have to do is pick up a plane, any one you have, turn on its
matching radio and launch.
Ballast: Friend or foe? How to make it your friend and help you
win.
Flight Plan: Knowing where you are going on that rst launch
is crucial. Knowing where the “house” thermal areas are helps.
Task Strategy: Knowing the Task (and Rules) and how best to
utilize your time and launches is critical. Making sure your
timer is aware of your strategy is even more critical.
Launching
Set-up: Proper launch mode will help you maximize your
launch height.
Technique: The correct DLG technique is the key to launch
height and your physical being. Technique is the difference
between Pros and Amateurs in every sport.
Flying
Finding Lift: Know how to nd your own lift, or you are at the
mercy of fate, a hawk or your competition.
Piloting: Knowing how to maximize the performance of your
glider and being able to put that knowledge into action.
Coming Home: Searching for your next thermal on the way
home.
Walk of Shame: Even the Pros take the WOS. Knowing how to
respond can make a huge difference in your score.
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Landing
Set-Up: Proper landing mode (if any) for your glider
Glide Path Control: The difference between a “planned crash”
and an “in your hand” landing
Turn-around techniques: Getting back in the air ASAP, when
you need to.
Timing
Knowing your pilot
• There is a style of timing for each style of pilot. Knowing
what feed back your pilot wants, and when, will serve you
both well.
Be ready and don¹t lag!
• You only have 3 minutes until the heat begins. There is a lot
of pre-ight tension; do what you can do to make it less
stressful.
• Make sure you have everything you need:
o Pen
o Clipboard
o Scorecard
o Stopwatch
o Calculator
o Glasses (!)
Review task with the pilot:
• Make sure pilot (and you) understand task.
• Verify Round and Heat are correct
• Talk about a “game plan”
• Are his back-up planes accessible? Ready to go?
Be a buddy:
• Give the pilot some encouragement, enthusiasm.
• Calm the pilot down.
Watching the sky:
• Depending on the task, the timer shouldn¹t be watching the
plane they are timing!
• Scan the sky for signs of lift and give the pilot that
information. Be attentive for exceptions.
• Thermal information. Let the pilot know who is in the
thermal, how many planes, how high, and the strength (if
you can gauge this).
Communicate:
• Unless they want it quiet, give them a constant ow of
information. This will help you two as a team. You are
working together during the heat.
• Some guys like it quiet to concentrate, but most prefer too
much information as opposed to not enough.
• Consider yourself the control tower. The pilot is like a plane
in the air looking for information and instruction.
Be attentive:
• Focus on the pilot you are timing for. Don’t start chatting
with other pilots or wandering off.
• When your pilots plane gets up and out in a thermal, watch
the plane you are timing with the pilot. Many times, this is
when planes are lost.
Stop, memorize, reset and start, write:
• This is the proper timing sequence after a ight:
• Stop the watch
• Read the time
• Reset and start the watch
• Write down the memorized score.
Be accurate:
• Truncate the time (just write the big number on the
stopwatch)
• Write neatly! Don’t hurry. The scoring judge must be able to
read what you wrote – without interpretation!
• Some stopwatches (Robic SC707) records ights into
memory.
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Review the scorecard with the pilot:
• Add up the times (convert to seconds)
• Verify before handing in the card.
You get what you give!
• Be a good timer and your efforts should
come back to you.
So there you have a complete guide to
becoming a top F3K pilot. The team trials
for the next World Championships in 2017
will be held next year so pick up one of the
panes from this years’ team when they
return from Croatia and start practicing. It
could be you up on the podium next time.

Jonathan Shorer
The road to Croatia began more than a year ago with the
selection of the team at Soarchamps 2014. Joining the
seasoned international campaigners, Joe Wurts and Kevin
(Rowdy) Botherway was Alex Hewson from Christchurch. The
preparations began well in advance with ordering new models.
The team had decided to use all the same model. Since Joe
designed the Snipe, manufactured by Vladimers Models in the
Ukraine, this was the obvious choice. But although Vladimer
has sold almost 2000 of these discus launched gliders, they
are not all the same. There has been subtle evolution in the
design and they can be congured in various weights and
strengths to suit the ying conditions. Of course they can also
have a custom paint job and selection of the right colours and
graphics is vital. The silver fern and the Kiwi needed to gure
in the design and the bright coloured upper wings are a vital aid
to visibility when ying in a pack with up to 15 other models.
Discussion around the best colours also took into account that
different paint pigments have different weights and choosing a
heavy paint could add a couple of extra grams to the total.
Depending of the conguration chosen, the planes weigh
between 210 and 260 grams and can be ballasted for windy
conditions.
As the equipment inventory began to build, the team turned its
attention to working together instead of the more usual strong
rivalry of the domestic competition scene. Having two team
members from Hawkes Bay and one from Christchurch was a
potential issue that was solved by organising two team
practice weekends in Levin. This also enabled the fourth team
member, the team manager to join and nd out what was
needed to provide support. Team practices took place in May
and June in the wet and windy weather of New Zealand
Autumn to prepare for a competition to be held in the height of
the Northern Hemisphere summer. The rst practice went well
with good weather within the competition limits, but the rst day
of the second practice session was the day that torrential rain
deluged the Manawatu and cut State Highway 1 at a bridge
between where we were staying and the ying eld.
Accordingly, we moved over to Wellington club site and ew at
Trentham dodging in between the steel ag poles that mark the
rie range.

15 models but it is important to have some spares as models
can get damaged in transit and during the preparation phases.
Accordingly, 19 models were packaged up for transport to
Croatia, with four servos per model and spares for all
components, that is a lot of radio gear.

At the World Championships, each pilot is allowed to register
up to 5 models, so the minimum package for transportation is

The team made it to Croatia on separate ights, each carrying a
cofn sized box lled with the precious cargo. Despite the US

Top to bottom:
The World Champions
Time to cool off between heats, we were drinking 3 to 5 litres of
water each day.
Team HQ with the back seat of the van removed to make room for
storing the models.

Customs have a good rummage through Rowdys’ planes, all
arrived intact. Other teams were not so fortunate and lost
some of the preparation days chasing missing luggage.
Having collected the jumbo sized Fiat van we made the 130km
trip north from the capital of Croatia to the little town of Ludbreg
that is the venue for the competition. The ying site has been
prepared especially for the competition and is a former maize
eld that has been cultivated and re seeded with grass. The
actual eld is about 180 m by 100m which suddenly looks very
small when occupied by 16 pilots each accompanied by a
caller and a timekeeper. Two days of testing preceded the
warm up competition, the Fizir Cup. This is an individual
competition which includes Seniors, Juniors and Team
Managers all ying in heats. Altogether, the Fizir cup had 122
pilots and took place over two days. The contrast of the days
being in the mid thirties centrigrade after our winter practice
sessions was considerable and the rst afternoon maintaining
a steady 37C meant that plenty of water and wet towels were
required, particularly when the schedule called for back to
back sessions on the ying eld.
Throughout the Fizir Cup, the clear sunny weather meant that
lift was available, although often very broken and patchy and
therefore, many pilots consistently scored maximum points of
1000. As the rounds progressed, many were condent that a
single poor score could be discarded but it was becoming
obvious that the top pilots would be discarding a score of 1000.
At the end of the rst day, three pilots were tied on perfect
scores, amongst them, Alex Hewson in his rst international
competition. By the end of the ninth round at the close of day
two, Craig Goodrum of South Africa had made a single slip but
Alex and Paolo Rota from Italy remained with perfect scores.
The excitement mounted when a yoff was announced and the
competition would be a 10 minute session requiring ve 2
minute ights. In the rst ight, Alex found good lift but rushed
his transition fractionally and missed his catch putting him
about 3 seconds behind. Superior ying in the next couple of
ights saw Alex claw his way back to parity but the damage
was done and ultimately, he nished 1 second behind Paulo.
There could not be a closer result after a total 90 minutes of
competitive ying. Sunday saw the selection of the nal
models to be processed for the world Championships and
although all of our pilots had mid air strikes we were able to
eld rst choice models. Only Joe had suffered serious
damage to a model and a late night repair session with
rohacell, carbon and cyano saw an almost invisible repair.
Rumours circulated that he was using local vodka as a wetting
agent but it may have been internal rather than on the model.
And so the championship begins. The team is led off by
Rowdy who ies in ne style. Nerves are settled and all the
pilots take note of the compact eld to ensure that collisions
are avoided. The are noticeably fewer mid air collisions than in
the Cup rounds. The team start to build steady scores with
Alex leading the pack with consistent maxes. As the day
develops several teams have minor fumbles which begins to
change the expected order. The rounds progress steadily with
6 Senior heats being followed by three junior heats, each
round taking about 2 hours and 15 minutes to complete. The
high temperature is tiring and having the occasional back to
back heat means spending more than half an hour out on the
ying area. Part of the support routine is to ensure that pilots
and callers have enough water to keep going. Having got to
the site in plenty of time, Rowdy and Joe had rst choice of tent
site and being very close to the ight line gives us an excellent
view of the pilot assembly area and the ying eld. As day one
comes to a close, we y a round of poker. There has been
extensive debate about the rules for this event but we nally

Alex returns with his distinctive green Snipes.

Joe completes the individual competition with Rollo, who called
for Rowdy.

get agreement between the team managers, event organisers
and the FAI judges. The air is buoyant if a bit broken and all of
the kiwi’s go “all in” with a declared time of 9.58, the maximum
permitted. All complete the task successfully with a few
nervous moments and the competition comes to an end with
time for a relaxed beer. Shortly afterwards, the results are
posted and consternation breaks out when we see that Alex
has been disqualied. We nd out that the timekeepers have
been told to put a circle around the time to conrm that it has
been done but Alex’s timekeeper didn’t attend the brieng.
This plunges the team from rst to 8th. After some negotiation
about this local rule, the organisers accept the time but the
computers have been shut down for the night and so the score
stands. We have a nervous night as nothing is certain until we
can see the correct result published. In the morning, the
scores are updated and Team NZ is back at the top by a narrow
margin.
Day 2 begins with three Junior heats which gives the team a
little time to settle down and study the air. It looks as though 4
Rounds will be completed most days and the team continue to
put in steady scores. Alex continues his run of maxes until Five
two’s, the task that cost him in the Fizir cup. Again, a bubble of
turbulence when the plane is inches from his ngers causes a
fumbled catch and he drops his perfect record by a second.
Other ights of note during the day include Marcus Stent of
Australia snapping his fuselage on launch, the wreckage

Rowdy demonstrates the energy input required to achieve a high
launch

Alex shows off the ballet skills that puts his model 10 metres
higher than the opposition

coming crashing next to spectators on the edge of the ight
area. He runs to pick up the wreck, rushes back the exchange
area, takes the eld and throws, stumbles and completes a
somersault before regaining control and ying a max!
After round 6, the Kiwi team lead the eld with Team Australia
in second place. Round seven is less kind to them and they slip
back to seventh. Trying to predict the end of ying for the day, it
seems that the last heat of round 8 will be run at 5.58pm and as
predicted, the event organisers manage to get the round
completed and the results posted. Team New Zealand lead
the eld but with 20,000 points on the board and a margin of
only 140 to fourth place, leaving the podium places is only one
slip away. In the end, the CD chose to pack in as much ying
as possible and we completed the eighth round. The team
managed to keep clear of mistakes and we returned to the
hotel tired but happy after a couple of beers on the eld to
replace the depleted energy stores. Having rented a super
large van, we have plenty of space to store all of the models
each night. The hotel has a car park with a large curved kerb
which meant that the bays have diverging lines to mark them.
I could tell that team morale was OK when they took to
critiqueing the exact number of degrees by which I had failed to
reverse park perpendicular to the curb. Other teams stayed in
hotels in town, an 800 metre walk away but the USA team
learned the hard way that a stumble on the stairs can cost you
three broken models. Day three got off to a steady start with

the team continuing to perform well but the the excitement
level increased with a big bang as one of the Israeli pilots hit
the power lines whilst trying to scrape home. The burst of
energy produced a big buzz on the PA system and a large
cloud of black smoke marked the demise of the model. Pieces
of exploded carbon drifted down and after recovery, the pilot
said that only the tailplane was worth keeping. Around midday,
the wind strengthened and we hung onto our tent and models
to keep them safe but the big timing clock on the eld fared
less well and did a face plant, stopping the heat whilst the
organisers sorted out the problem. Maximum concentration
saw the team complete four rounds of perfect scores allowing
the lead over fourth place to stretch a little. Welcome
messages of support came from back home and the team
stayed focussed ‘til the beer bell rang. In the evening there
was a rafe of prizes kindly donated by manufacturers. There
was eager anticipation of winning a new model but less so for
those who scored a eece jacket or a couple of servos. In the
end, we won nothing in the rafe, but that isn’t the competition
that matters the most.
Day four of the team competition was our ninth day in the
oven. It has a mythology from previous years and as pilots
tire, there are often dramatic changes to the eld. In the
morning, both Rowdy and Alex ew in tough conditions and
couldn’t make the best of the air. They took a drop in scores
but it was not of major impact to our progress. After lunch, the
wind became stronger. The eld was a hive of activity, tents
were re-inforced with extra pegs, pilots produced wind meters
and dust devils swirled through the pits. The ofcial wind
gauge is in a fairly sheltered location and recorded a very
steady average speed in the violent gusts. The team ew on
through two further rounds and all put it steady performances.
Although not ying out every time slot, they managed to keep
the maxes owing so all the practice in Levin and elsewhere is
strong winds was to pay off. Several pilots in other teams
chose to ballast heavily to get high and penetrate well but that
plan falls apart if you rip the wings off on launch. And so the
dreaded day came to a close with the scores intact. The nals
scores at the end of round 15 showed Alex rst, Joe second
and Rowdy fth. Falling off the podium was more than a 1000
points away. Having held the top step all week, the talk was of
conservative ying as we sat over dinner at our hotel 15kms
away and watched a thunderstorm cross the ying eld.
The nal day of the team competition started with a Team
Managers brieng. We were told that they would not start a
fresh round after 4pm and we were going to have a brieng
about the Individual Championships at 6.15pm. With nine
heats in each round, it was clear that it was a nely balanced
situation. Each heat takes around 13 minutes and 30 seconds
and so a timely run for the whole day would conclude the third
round with 90 seconds before the decision time. We were
keen to consolidate our leading position and fewer rounds
suited us better. The heats in the rst round were taking 13
minutes and 40 seconds but the timining of the lunch break
would have a critical effect. We decided that if the Juniors
heats were not started before lunch, the nal round in the
afternoon was academic as no-one could catch us. When I
came back from collecting our lunchtime burgers, the CD had
paused at 12.24, deciding to run the Junior heats after lunch.
Although all the pilots still had to y the nal round, by the time
that there was only Alex left to y with Joe calling for him, I
made the rst trip to collect a celebratory beer for Rowdy.
Some of our competitors thought we were taking a very
relaxed attitude when ying normally continued to well after 6,
but as Joe would say, “it was pretty simple maths”.

Team Gold and emotions were very high, not only that,
individual placings of 1st 2nd and fth meant that we were the
only country with more than one pilot in the 12 man yoff.
Indeed, 5 from the Southern Hemisphere was an excellent
result.
After some enthusiastic celebrations including chilly vodka
shots, the three individuals prepared for the nal competition
which began with a round of Poker. Twelve pilots launched
high and hard, eleven headed off for the campsite area and Joe
headed off to the village. We watched anxiously as Joe
worked tiny bubbles of lift but this time his luck ran out and
eventually he clipped a tree and landed out. Alex had gone all
in with a 9.58 call and delivered a maximum score. Rowdy
took the safe option and was content to just enjoy the day. Five
more intense rounds followed with Alex on top form. At the end
of the nal round Alex and Marcus Stent, his Australian caller,
chest bumped and hugged to celebrate the result, but as they
came off the eld, it appeared that Anthony Rotteleur from
France might have beaten him by a single second. We waited
anxiously for the ofcial score to be published and were mightly
relieved to nd him the clear winner. And so, models were
packed away for the long trip back to New Zealand and we got
ready for the prizegiving. As we assembled in the Ludbreg
town square, which is known as the centre of the world, by
which they mean the geographic centre of Europe, lightning
ashed, thunder crashed, violent gusts of wind blew down part
of the podium and Joe said “this is more like the weather that
we practised for!” The organisers put on a fantastic banquet
and it rained so heavily overnight that the ying eld was
ooded the following morning.

The team ew 18 rounds in the main competition and with one
discard round, a perfect score would have been 51,000 points.
To accomplish just 32 less was, indeed, a mighty acheivement.
For the next two years New Zealand will be the World
Champions and Alex Hewson the Individual Champion. A well
deserved reward for lots and lots of hard work.

Rowdy prepares to take the ight line with his TM and planes
reected in his glasses

NZ GOLD
Kevin Botherway
a.k.a Rowdy
The NZ trials were held in 2014 and the team selected as Alex
Hewson, Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway. After some negation
Jonathon Shorer volunteered as team manager which meant
we had help and some great organisation for the team.
Practices were put in place with the central location of Levin
and a few guys really helping by turning up and giving us some
hard practice to improve our skills in the competition arena.
Most teams from Europe y at least one large competition a
month consisting of up to 70 pilots so we really needed to get
up to speed with our winter time consisting of short cold days
against the other side of the world in their summer.
Travel was put in place with the NZ pilots arriving four days
before (after a 45 hour 4 plane and transit ights) the preworlds comp ( Fizir Cup ) this allowed us time to ensure models
etc arrived and get used to the air and summer time conditions.
Jonathon arrived the day before the cup after leaving his family
in London. We had three new models each from Vladimir
models with radio gear tted and supplied by JR Radio. We
took a total of 18 complete models with one extra unbuilt two
transmitters each and endless spares. We were allowed to
enter up to ve models into the WC.

The best day in 2015.

Jonathan Shorer with our rst mid-air in training Joe’s plane.

We were one of the rst teams to arrive at the site and ofcials
were just starting to set up although eld prep had begun some
3 to 6 months beforehand. Practice during these days was very
benecial to the NZ contingent and at around 35 degrees took
some getting used to. Alex managed to come second in the
pre-world comp after a y off for rst place which came down to
a few seconds on catch and throw during the 5 x 2 minute task
but still an awesome start for us! We were increasing the allimportant task of calling and timing each other and complete
teamwork. The next day was a lay day and we backed off on
practice and allowed our bodies to catch a breath completing
all the model registrations, paper work etc for the start of the
WC the following day.
New Zealand started off really well and although the rst nights
results missed one of our 1000point scores we knew we were
already in the lead with a slim margin at this stage Australia had
a great day as well and were placed in second place. We all
called the max in poker (9.58) and completed the task which
eliminated lots of complex ights and maths. Throughout the
week we continued in the lead on the score board extending it
every day keeping in mind the getting on the podium was our
target for the team. With the ight area or box being fairly small

Joe Wurts.

there were many launching mid-air's and general mid-air's and
we really worked on staying to side of the best part of the
thermal and keeping out of the knife ghts. Model preservation
was imperative. We all placed well on the scoreboard with
black Thursday in mind and it arrived we took a few small hits
but most other teams had a blacker Thursday and again NZ

moved even more into the lead. We had
practiced at home for a lot for high wind and
carrying ballast but we seldom had to utilise
this and just changed overall model weights to
suit conditions.
The village was very close and many land outs
through the week some on roofs, power lines,
corn elds and all sorts of carnage but we
managed to avoid this. Joe was really on re
with his calling and the team really had a great
week with the help of lots of back up from
Jonathan. The heat was a killer and
conservation of energy was a must. We had a
few back to back ights and we organised
these exchanges well with very little pressure.
By the end of the week we nished on the top
of the podium and individually placed well Alex
1st Joe 2nd Kev 5th – our best ever in all three
campaigns all of us in the y offs and with a
gold medal in the bank!

Van full of planes every night

The next day was knives out and we all had to
locate our own helpers this all went well with a
great nish for our team Alex placing 1st
overall - World Champion – another gold for
NZ!
It was awesome to make new friends and
meet all our good buddies. Complete thanks
to the ofcials they really did a fantastic job we
nished with a banquet night and everything
throughout the event ran really well.
Overall a great team effort and we had two out
of 38 odd slots (ight tasks) that's 380 minutes
odd of ying that we did have two baddies so
there's room for improvement - Yeah right!
There are heaps of people to thank for our
achievement especially Model Flying New
Zealand and all our fellow modellers within NZ
for making this possible. Also a big thanks to
JR and Vladimir models.

Rowdy and the cheerleaders

We had an awesome team thanks to you all
from me personally - Joe, Alex and Jonathon!
It's likely to be my last F3k WC but I am keen to
pop a bid on the table to hold and run a WC
here in NZ so watch this space I will need your
help!!
I have lots more stories see you at the next
soaring competition!
Cheers Rowdy
P.S Soaring Rocks !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Representing New Zealand

2015 FAI F3D
Pylon Racing
Tom Wetherill

World Championships

Above: Pit area
Far left: New Zealand
Team
Left: Control Team
New Zealand

In July I had the opportunity to represent New Zealand in the
2015 FAI F3D World Championship for Pylon Racing Model
Aircraft that was held Olomouc, Czech Republic. The event
attracted 49 pilots from 17 countries. The entries also included
7 junior pilots. Team NZ included myself as pilot, Jim
Orenshaw as caller, Joe Luxford as Team Manager and his
wife Trish as a supporter.
Competing on the other side of the world is a signicant
logistical challenge that requires a lot of planning. Preparation
had begun two years earlier and involved making travel
arrangements, selecting and setting up models, breaking in
new engines and collecting parts and equipment required for
practice and testing.
Two new models were prepared, with colour schemes that
were themed on the McLaren M7A Formula 1 racing car from
1968 that currently resides in the Te Papa Museum, along with
two additional back-up models. Approximately 50 kg of
models and equipment was shipped directly to Olomouc in
advance. The remaining items including engines and
transmitters were packed in suitcases and carry-ons.
Jim and I departed two weeks prior to the event so we would
have plenty of time to adapt to the time change and get settled
in. We spent three days in the Frankfurt area with our good
friends Dietmar and Nicole Morbitzer who have been Team NZ
local supporters at past World Championship events in
Germany and the Netherlands. A relaxing few days was spent
visiting the Zepplin Museum and the very impressive Sinsheim
Auto and Technik Museum – where we got to look inside the
Concorde and the Tupolev Tu-144 (aka the Concordski) that
were on display.

It was an 800km drive to
Olomouc and we were met on
arrival by the contest organisers, Jiri Klein Sr
and Jr and Bruce de Chastle. We picked up the
models, got settled into our hotel and began
unpacking and assembling everything. The competition was
being held at a public airport and it was two days before we
could start ying so time was spent nding local supplies and
visiting another museum that included many cold war-era
Migs.
The schedule for the event included 5 days of unofcial
practice, one day of ofcial timed practice and four days were
allocated for up to 15 rounds racing. The rst two days were
fairly relaxed affairs and we got in many ights. The weather
was hot and became very hot, over 36 degrees, as the week
progressed. Additional teams were arriving daily and the
waiting times for ights increased. My engines were running
well and we tested different props.
A banquet was held on the evening of 6 July and the ofcial
opening, practice and model processing was held on 7 July.
After the opening ceremony we were treated to a very
spectacular air show by a local Czech Red Bull pilot – Martin
Sonka.
Ofcial practice was the rst time the timing system and course
workers were in action. This took some getting used to as the
timing system was a primarily manual (a countdown clock,
agman and a timing system - as opposed to a fully automated
system) and the primary language for the course workers was
Czech. The teams were each allocated a time slot based on
the number of pilots and during the rst ight of the day

reigning World Champion Chris Callow crashed at #1 pylon
destroying his best model. The day continued without dramas
and I got to y three models and then had them processed for
the event.
The World Championship involved ying up to 15 Rounds, with
contestants being able to drop their worst scores after Rounds,
4, 8 and 12 respectively. After the World Championship, the
fastest 12 pilots could compete in a “Super Finals” y-off. The
organisers set up live streaming cameras in the fuelling area
and on the start line so that friends and families around the
world could see part of the action.
Racing began on 8 July and the weather had changed
signicantly – it was now much cooler and rain was threatening.
Gino del Ponte from the USA set a new record in Round 1 of
55.4 seconds. I had a good run, but when the score came back
it showed 2 cuts – a problem faced by many others during the
competition. Only one and a half rounds of racing was
completed before heavy rain set in during the afternoon and
racing was stopped for the day. The pit area for all the teams
was a very impressive marquee that provided excellent
protection from the stormy weather.
Racing recommenced at 8 am on 9 July, and Round 2 was
rerun so that all pilots were ying in the same conditions. It was
a very full day of racing with a total of six rounds being
completed by 8pm! I posted scores in each of the rounds but
two of these scores were compromised due to a broken pipe
slowing the model in Round 2 and getting a cut in Rounds 3 & 6.
10 July was another very busy day of racing with an additional
six rounds being own. My model was going very well and was
running reliably and I posted a personal best at a World
Championships of 61.23 in Round 8 and a 63.05 in Round 9.
This moved me up in the placings to 22nd overall. Part-way
through Round 10 my model would not turn properly. I was
able to complete the ight and post a score, but as there was no
opportunity to conrm what was causing the problem I had to
switch to a back-up model for the remaining rounds.

The nal round, Round 14, was own in perfect conditions on
the morning of 11 July. Former World Champion, Randy
Bridge from the USA nished in rst place, Emil Broberg from
Sweden was in second place and Tomas Andrlik from Czech
Republic was third. Julio Quevedo from Guatemala nished in
fourth place and he also won the Super Finals y-off. Emil
Broberg was the Junior World Champion and was the local
Czech Republic were the Team Champions.
Of the other former World Champions – Chris Callow nished
5th and Robbert van den Bosch nished 41st. I nished in “the
pack” in 32nd place and consider that it was appositive result in
that it is a signicant challenge being a small team competing
this far from home, I posted 13 of 14 possible scores, I did not
damage any models and there were a number of “name”
competitors that nished behind me.
A sumptuous banquet and award ceremony was help at a local
hotel that evening. The following day we dropped off the
models and equipment for the return shipment back home then
we drove to Prague for a couple of days break and sightseeing.
Highlights included the castle and historic areas as well as
visits to the KGB Museum and a museum in a nuclear bunker.
After this we returned to Frankfurt and caught our ight back
home.
I would like to express my thanks to NZMAA; the pylon SIG; our
team and supporters including Jim, Joe, Trish, Dietmar and
Nicole; and to my friends and family for their help and support.
The trip and event was a very memorable experience, the
organisers had done a fantastic job and the local hospitality
was outstanding.

WORLD FREE FLIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Roger Morrell

MONGOLIA

Executive Summary
This was the rst time the World Championships for Free Flight
Model Airplanes had been held in Asia. The event was hosted
by Mongolia, where MASA, the Mongolian Air sport Association
did an excellent job in organizing this event. The event had a
fair sporting outcome and introduced a new set of worthy
sporting champions and teams. This World Championship
introduced a new country and continent to the international free
ight community. Taking part in an event like this gives you a
different perspective from the typical tourist in visiting a country
because you have to interact with the local people much more
and experience on a small scale what it is like to live in that
country.
With every World Championship there are always challenges;
w e a t h e r, l o g i s t i c s , a c c o m m o d a t i o n , d r i v i n g a n d
communications but that’s just part of the game.
Let’s not forget that this is a World Championship and teams
from many different countries take part with different ideas on
what it take to win, different budgets, different dietary needs
and different sized teams. The organizer needs to
accommodate these different aspects

The site
The ying site is key to the success of such an event and this is
probably the best large ying site in the world. In every direction
we ew there were no obstacles, no crops, no trees, and no
villages just at grass land. There were some animals, sheep,
goats, cattle, horses and camels on the land but none caused
any problems. The only site related incident I heard of was a
French F1B yer whose model failed to D/T properly in one of
the World Cup events and went stalling for 11 minutes until it hit
high tension power wires with the usual result. The MASA camp
and time keepers accommodation were about 2 Km from the
ight line so did not obstruct the time keeper’s view of the
models.

The Weather
The weather was probably the most unexpected factor for the
visitors. I think we expected a very stable continental climate,
are all Mongolia in in the center of Asia but on some days the
weather changed quite quickly with some rain and storms that
cleared up quickly. These changeable conditions are those
normally expected with a small island in large ocean like the UK
or New Zealand. Some days it was a little colder than expected
for summer.

However the weather conditions on a typical ying day, for
example all 3 for the F1B events consisted of very calm
weather for the rst 2 rounds, basically just wind it and throw it,
where the biggest problem was would it land back on the ight
line. By round 3 thermal conditions had started with variable
direction of the wind, some care was needed. Rounds 4 and 5
before lunch were very tricky thermal rounds with variable light
wind from any and all directions, extreme care needed. The
rounds 6 and starting at 2 had wind from 3 to 6 m/s with thermal
conditions. Looking at it from the F1B yer perspective it was a
matter of deciding if the strategy was to pick the thermal by
ying on the lull or the ll. By the time the evening came the
wind had dropped a little but was still there

The Schedule
I think that a number of the participants underestimated how
challenging physically the schedule could be. The rst round
was at 7 AM with 5 rounds own before a Noon lunch break.
This break was two hours and the sixth and seventh round
followed, nishing the regular rounds at 4 PM. The plan was to
start the y offs at 6 PM but this was moved 7 to take advantage
of an evening drop in the wind. Many F1B yers, for example
like to be there an hour before the start so it meant being on the
eld at 6AM and a 40 minute drive and loading of cars was
typical. So this required getting up well before 5 AM. Looking at
the other end of the day an 8 PM second y off would put you
back at your “camp” by 10 ready for dinner.

The People

Transport and Infrastructure

The visitors were charmed by the host nation, everyone from
the CD, the organizers, the drivers, the time keepers to the
people in the stores and hotels were very pleasant and helpful,
making our stay enjoyable.

Most teams went for vans with drivers. This is because road
navigation in Mongolia can be difcult with minimal road signs
in Mongolian Cyrillic. The written Mongolian language uses the
Cyrillic character set but is not related to Russian or Ukrainian
so while those people can recognize the letters and some
popular words reading signs is difcult for all. Even in the
somewhat insular USA the route to airports is almost always
indicated by the picture of an airplane on the road sign I noticed
that this was not the case even in down town Ulaan Baatar
where the roads are the best. On top the signs being minimal
there is often the need to navigate across country. The Mandal
Resort we stayed at was about 7 km cross country with a
number of alternate routes, same to the ying site and some
tourist places like the 13 century camps we visited. I joked with
our driver that as part of their Mongolia nomadic heritage the
drivers all had a GPS built in their heads. At some places the
driver would get out and ask a local which (usually dirt) road to
take. Our driver also used Google Maps satellite view
sometimes to pick which was the best track to take across an
unknown eld. The drivers were very helpful and as you can
see from the schedule worked long days to support us.

The Time Keepers
The Time Keepers warrant a special note. The organizer had
arranged for about 80 time keepers, all young people in their
late teens and early twenties. They lived on the eld in army
style tents and did a very good job. They were polite, had good
eyesight and typically at least one person on a pole spoke
English. They were augmented by visitors. See the note from
Facebook by Chris Edge. At every World Champs there are
always some time keeping incident and I’m sure there were
some in Mongolia but in a World Champs it is the Team
manager’s job to make sure the both time keepers are looking
at the same model, that they know what the model looks like
etc. and to involve the jury as soon as possible if there is an
issue. As an added benet the Time keepers on their own
initiative arranged a ash mob dance at the closing ceremony
that was appreciated by all. Mongolia is a country with a young
population and if these people are an indication the future for
the country is bright.
We did have one incident with a ight line ofcial who tried to
chase our team manager off the ight line, maybe he did not
think a woman could be the Team manager? It happened that
Jury president Ian Kaynes was walking by at about that time
and he dealt with it promptly.

Accommodation
There were a number of different accommodation choices both
ofcial and unofcial. The organizer set up their own camp on
the eld, MASA Camp. This had “Gers” for sleeping in with
separate showers and toilets. They provided food and drink on
the eld. The Mongolian country side near the ying eld was
dotted with numerous “camps” where one could stay. These
ranged from fairly basic like the MASA camp to very luxurious. I
don’t think any one used the really expensive establishments.
We followed the lead of the Australian team who had own in
the Continental Championships the year before and stayed at
the Mandal Resort, probably one of the nicer “camps” used by
the contestants. The US Team, Australia, Israel, Franc, New
Zealand and Lithuania stayed at Mandal. This place had nice
fully equipped Gers and cabins with a restaurant that while
sometimes a little slow had over 80 menu items that catered for
every dietary need. Some of the staff spoke excellent English
so communication was not too difcult. Looking back with
20/20 hindsight the combined schedule of the teams with
sometimes widely changes numbers at meals and meal times
it would have been a good idea for the team managers to sit
down with Mandal management to gure out some form of
closer cooperation on meals. The cost was about 80 Euros a
night. The downside was that there was a 7km cross country
drive to the main road and no general internet access.
At the other end of the spectrum some of Russian and
Ukrainian friends who seem to be able to zero in of the
cheapest accommodation found some ex-military apartments
a few KMs from the site where they could crash for about 10
Euros a night
The organizers provided free WiFi access both at MASA
Camp and at the control tents near the ight line.

I did notice that the Lithuanian team also staying at the Mandal
Resort had a rental car but did not have the opportunity to talk
with them how they got on. The German Company SIXT rent in
Mongolia but there rates are about the same a local vehicle with
driver.
World Champs followers world wide appreciated the
organizer's having the results on-line and the photos that the
Mongolian social media experts posted in the Free Flight group
on Facebook, as well a reports on FB from their friends.

The Ceremonials and Culture
We were treated to a mini-Naadam or traditional Mongolian
games featuring Wrestling, archery and horse racing after the
nal contests. Roy Summersby showed a hidden talent by
winning the archery event and selected international visitors
presented the awards in the wrestling and horse racing.
The Opening and Closing Ceremonies when off well under the
shadow of Chinggis Khaan with commendably short speeches,
appearances from local dignitaries, thanks to all that
contributed and some Mongolian music, dance and
contortionists. The cultural exhibitions were a very polished
performance. The impromptu ash mob time keeper dance
was appreciated by all. Maybe like the Ladies tea party at
lunchtime on the F1A day this should be a World Champs
regular event.
Parts of the nal banquet in the Sky Friends air strip hanger
were disappointing and there was not enough seating for all
and people want to sit down after standing at the closing
ceremonies. The food took some time to serve. One does not
go to the banquet for a gourmet meal but to socialize with fellow
sportsmen and friends but never the less it could have been a
done a bit better. I left as the music volume cranked up to F1C
level but everyone looked like they were have a great time.

The Outcome
This event was a own at a location where very few of the
participants had competed before so people were not familiar
with the weather or eld. The schedule was demanding so care
had to be taken to apply one’s energies wisely. The need to
share transportation was new to some. All of these combined to
present some different but valid challenges that way have kept
some of the “names” out of the top spots.

MODEL AVIATION NORTHLAND

Whangarei
Inaugural Precision Aerobatics
Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th June
The Model Aviation Northland club (MAN) operate from the
Whangarei Glider Club eld at Puhi Puhi, 25km north of
Whangarei. Signicant improvements have been done on the
property since MAN rst started ying there and they continue
to develop the ying site. The location of the eld means it is
suitable for ying most disciplines. Helicopter and Pylon have
already had meetings there.
Precision Aerobatics had the privilege of being invited to hold a
competition up there. On Saturday 6 and Sunday 7 June, after
a period of unfavorable weather, we lucked-in with two ne
days. A reasonable contingent of pilots travelled from Auckland
and the Waikato to compete, with the locals making up an entry
of 10 pilots.
Sportsman had four entries and once again, had a ‘newbie’
pilot y. Jake Somersall-Weekes is a true novice junior pilot
ying a Little Stik type model under the strict guidance of his
tutor, Grant Plaisted. Jake had never own the Sportsman
schedule and, in his rst ights, didn’t y all the manoeuvres
but as his condence increased and the competition
progressed, Jake attempted all the manoeuvres. The
Sportsman schedule is suited so ‘anyone’ can have-a-go.
Father & son team, Grant and Jonathan Shaw, dusted off their
model after 12+ months on the shelf and the youth and talent of
Jono prevailed to take 1st place from his father.

Team Shaw

This was the rst competition that the new Advanced A-16 and
F3A P-17 schedules were own.

F3A also had three entries – John Knox ying his BJ Craft
BiSide, Ross Craighead ying both his BJ Craft Essence and
BiSide models and James Danby ying his BJ Craft Nuance.
After an absence from the judges’ chair, we welcomed Mike
Johnson back to join Paul Stairmand and myself to judge.
Given this was the rst time John, Ross & James had own the
P-17 in competition, they ew some encouraging manoeuvres
and, like the Advanced pilots, seemed to enjoy the new
schedule. Although P-17 doesn’t appear too difcult, it will
require a great deal of accuracy for maximum points. James
was clearly more practised with the new schedule and after ve
rounds took 1st place with three 1000’s ahead of some very
close competition from Ross with two 1000’s.

Advanced had three entries - Paul Stairmand, Paul Tomlinson
and Gwyn Avenell. Considering this schedule was new to
them, all pilots ew some nice manoeuvres and enjoyed ying
the new schedule. The practice revealed with Paul Stairmand
securing 1st place from Paul Tomlinson.

A huge thank you must go to the MAN club for hosting the event
and for their fantastic hospitality and a well prepared ying strip.
Also to Tracy and Martin for the BBQ lunch both days and a
delicious dinner at the clubrooms on Saturday evening. Thank
you too to Atomic Hobbies ~ Grant & Emma Plaisted, for the

scrummy breakfast on Sunday
morning and a big Thank You to
Grant Plaisted for all his effort in
ensuring this competition was
enjoyable and ran smoothly. And
last, but denitely not least ~ Thank
you to Shelley Knox, Dianna
Johnson and everyone who endured
the cool winterless north as scribes
and Judges.
The facilities at the Gliding
Clubrooms are excellent with a huge
kitchen, dining and lounge plus the
conservatory and bedrooms. We
look forward to having another
competition up there in the summer.
The next competition is on Saturday
11 July at Cambridge.
Noeline Craighead

Aerotow

Peter Hewson

Dave Grifn sure knows how to organise a ying event. There
have been two events which have been dropped from the
aerotow calendar in the South Island for various reasons, so a
group of local iers in Christchurch have organised two
replacements. The rst was an aerotow y-in at the CMAC eld
at the Willows in July. Attended by a small, but enthusiastic
group of iers, including Gerg Clarkson from Waimate and
Craig Laidlaw from Nelson, we began by meeting at a local
West Melton cafe for breakfast at a civilised hour. We bet the
cold around a strong re and enjoyed a hearty breakfast
discussing the breaking news that the NZ F3K team had just
won gold in the world championships in Croatia. We then
enjoyed a good day’s ying on the Saturday at the eld,
although the thermals were a little unpredictable. Andrew
Palmer did the bulk of the towing with his 33% Pawnee and Reg
Williams, Dave Grifn, Craig Laidlaw, Peter Hewson, Greg
Clarkson, Suetonia Palmer, Jeremy McLean and Neal Blackie
all had ights of variable substance. It was good to see a couple
of vintage gliders present to add some historic colour and the
large gliders made an impressive sight against the overcast
sky. The forecast for the Sunday was not too good, so we
abandoned the second day.

Laidlaw Flaminco

The next replacement event should be even stronger as we
look forward to the aerotow at the great site at Lake Forsyth on
5-6 September.
Slingsby

Greg Clarkson

On approach

RC SCALE
Peter Hewson

SIG

RC Scale Committee
Peter Hewson (Chair)
ChCh
jillhewson@xtra.co.nz
Graham Smithson
Nelson
g-smithson@xtra.co.nz
Les Morris
Nelson
morrisrovers@hotmail.com
Peter Rumble
Matamata
peter.rumble@xtra.co.nz
Andrew Palmer
Christchurch
andypalmer@clear.net.nz
Neil Schrader
Wellington
adbiz@clear.net.nz
Peter Salmond
Otago/Southland
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz
Bryan Borland
Auckland
borlands@vodafone.co.nz
Roger Gibbs
Auckland
roger@osl.org.nz

03 358 4022
022 088 4766
03 5476892
03 547 8118
07 883 3349

04 384 8326
03 208 9609
027 200 0661
021 422 744

Please feel free to talk to these guys about scale matters,
projects etc. in your area. It is their job to promote and foster RC
Scale in their region.

Welcome to Bryan and Andrew!
It is wonderful to have the experience and expertise of Bryan
Borland and Andrew Palmer to join our RC Scale committee
this month. They have both agreed to help out in various ways
so we are in good hands.
It is still our intention to foster RC scale modeling in all its
various forms, but also to encourage competition at the
regional scale in the hope that these guys may well decide to go
on and have a crack at the Nationals as well.

Big is better – 46% Pawnee
There are many of us who are familiar with the models from the
Bill Hemple stable. They are mainly very large, but they also
have a reputation for ying well.
Andrew Palmer I currently assembling one of these beasts with
the view of towing large gliders, maybe two at a time. The 3W
275cc 2 cylinder engine in his model should allow this and
more.
The Pawnee will accept motors ranging from 150cc through to
275cc, so Andrew’s 3W is at the top end of the range, but it ts
comfortably in the cowl. One of the unique designs of this
model is its (2) piece fuselage! The fuselage can be separated
with the internal bolts that hold the front and rear half’s together.
This airplane also has a provision for a tow release built into the
rear turtle deck which Andrew has machined and added to the
fairing behind the cockpit. “I want to pull big gliders,” he says.
“When I ew Alex Taylor’s large Pawnee I was impressed and
knew I had to get a bigger one than my 33% version.”

Andrew has been impressed by the workmanship of the large
ARF, but there have been a few problems with some of the
manufacturing details he has had to sort out. The model
requires 3 servos on each aileron, and two each on the
elevators and aps. The high torque 23kg JR NX8921servos
should provide enough oomph for those large control surfaces!
Bill Hemple 46% Piper Pawnee
Wing Span:
198”
Fuselage length:
130”
Weight:
70-85 pounds
C/F wing and stab tubes
Stainless Steel landing gear with suspension springs
2 Piece fuselage
Tow release provision

Small is beautiful – Auster-ity measures
Not to be outdone by her husband, Suetonia Palmer is building
the Airsail AOP9 Auster. She says that she wants to enter the
rubber scale competition in next year’s Nationals having
enjoyed watching the Free Flight scale classes at Matamata.
She notes that the plans are very straight forward and easy to
follow and, like many scale modellers, she has started with the
tail feathers. She may have to strengthen some parts she says,
but she needs to keep the whole structure very light – quite the
opposite end of the spectrum to Andrew’s Pawnee!

A prominent feature on the full size aircraft, the wing llets
were tted to the airframe with little effort expended on fairing
the raw edges of the llet into the wing or fuse. Nick Ziroli build
notes suggest that you glue balsa scrap into this area and
carve/sand the llets to shape. There is an extensive build log
for this model on RC Universe by Gpete, he shows how to do
this and achieve crisp dened edges to the carve & sand job. I
opted to go the techie geek route :Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

Step 4
Step 5

I used an Artec optical scanner to scan the wing fuse join area. After
post processing the scan data I ....
Converted the 3D image of the llet area into a format
that my CAD
software (Solid Works) can swallow, so that I could....
CAD model the 3 drive curves (wing blend, fuz blend
and llet plan) to
loft the llet around the wing in 3d. I saved the SW le
in .stl format so
that I could...
3D print a mould in ABS in order to...
Cast a lightweight berglass llet to add to my P38
model.

Unfortunately these llets aren't symmetrical so I had to repeat
steps 3, 4 & 5 to do the other side.
Why did I go to all this effort?
A:- Because I can and I’m a bit fussy about weight saving.
B:- So that I can offer quality parts to other builders.

P38 Lightning taking shape
Dave Read has a large 3m wingspan Lockheed Lightning
which is nearing completion with a few innovations in its
construction worthy of note. The model was originally from a
deceased estate and was only in its initial stages of
construction when it came into Dave’s hands. He takes up the
story …
Confessions of a RC geek (or how I use the cool toys at
work to build models)
Some time ago I purchased a partly built Ziroli P38 Lockheed
Lightning. Thinking that with the balsa work done for me it
wouldn't take too much time to complete (wrong!). At this size
any cheating on scale detail would stick out like a sore thumb so
I've spent many hours ddling with the detail work.

Next on my hit list are the mods to the 4 radiator air scoops.
These are basic vac formed ABS plastic parts that need
innards and a more scale looking air exit louver.
Here are some photos of the build so far (note the Fowler ap
arrangement). The model will be nished as " Thoughts Of
Midnite" as can be seen in the US warbirds show circuit.

SIG
Graham Main
The Vintage SIG Committee is:
Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members:

Wayne Cartwright (Hamilton)
Graham Main (Whangarei)
Rex Bain (Hamilton)
Mark Venter (Christchurch)
Allan Knox (Blenheim)
Gary Burrows (Christchurch)
Bernard Scott (Hamilton)
Don Mossop (Bay of Plenty)
Above: An electric Vic Smeed Popsie scaled up for Classical RC
events
Left: Classical RC electric powered Gigi scaled up from an Dec 1964
Aeromodeller free plan

record entries and excellent ying. MFNZ organization was
excellent, with just one quibble: the point of interface between
the paper and electronic parts of the whole system. The
decentralized Vintage prize-giving (associated with FF) was
well attended and an enjoyable occasion, but the subsequent
MFNZ ‘top table’ function was short on numbers.
A North Island RC Vintage Championships was run for the rst
time. Entries were strong, although there were no entries from
outside the NNI region. In future, this event will be located in
the NNI when the Nationals are in the SNI, and vice versa. The
North Island FF Vintage Championships continued as in
previous years, as part of the NI FF Championships.

Report Card on the 2014/15 Season.
The Vintage SIG had another year of growth in RC competition
ying. Increases were seen especially in the NNI regional
contest series – own at Pukekawa, Tuakau and Ngatea - and
at the Waharoa Nationals. Interest in the SNI regional contests
at Levin was steady. SI vintage iers continued to arrange
contests just at the club level – Christchurch and Blenheim and also participated in NDC. Entries in Vintage FF have been
steady. Overall, however, NDC participation still needs a lot of
encouragement.
Much of the growth has come from the RC Vintage Electric
classes introduced in 2011, but there are also expanded entries
in the traditional IC classes. Further expansion of interest is
now taking place in the newly introduced classes that use
designs from the Classical period (1951 – 75). Even these
designs are at least 40 years old!
Sport ying of Vintage models has no doubt also increased.
Most of the contests run by the SIG are combined with sport
ying rallies. A successful experiment during the year was a
regional rally at Cambridge that combined vintage ying with
electric gliders and aero-tow.
The SIG is proud to support a wider contribution to
aeromodelling through providing opportunities for use of
traditional building approaches, materials, and skills. Vintage
is one of the few categories of model ying in which this is still
necessary.
The 2015 Nationals were very successful for the SIG, with

The Top Ten Leader Board is now well established and is one
of the key reasons for the solid interest in competition ying. A
Board for each class runs for the calendar year and is then
cleared and begins afresh.
AVANZ News, the SIG’s newsletter was s sent by request to
over 100 members of MFNZ and to a further 18 people
internationally. Bernard Scott has succeeded Graham Main
as editor. Graham was thanked at the SIG AGM for his work
and dedication in producing over 130 issues. During the period
a few years ago when the Vintage movement lost momentum
for a while, Graham was the glue that held it together.
The AVANZ Plans Service is now entirely electronic as a result
of a huge task completed by Mark Venter as part of a joint effort
with people in the USA, UK, and the Czech Republic.
The SIG continues to be served by a strong and enthusiastic
committee – Wayne Cartwright (Chair) Graham Main (Sec),
Bernard Scott (Ed), Rex Bain (Treas), Allan Knox, John Selby,
Don Mossop, Mark Venter, and Gary Burrows.

North Island RC Contest/Rally Schedule 2015/16
October 24,25
November 21,22
January 22,23,24
February 6,7
February 20,21

Contest and Rally
Contest and Rally
NI Championships
(to be conrmed)
Gareth Newton Fly-in
Contest and Rally
(to be conrmed)

Pukekawa
Pukekawa
Blackfeet
Levin
Tuakau

March 24-28
April 23,24
May 8th
May 22,23
September 11

Nationals
Vintage and Glider Rally
Bob Burling RC Vintage Fly in
Contest and Rally
CPMAA Vintage RC Champs

Carterton
Cambridge
Levin
Pukekawa
Levin

format and if they have been processed will be available on
request. If they are still being worked on they may take a while
to be processed. Please do not request more than around
three plans at a time. Send all plans requests to
avanz.plans@xtra.co.nz.

Leader Boards

Vintage Newsletter

The 2015 Leader Boards are now well under way with a strong
listing. Leader Boards have been established in both RC and
FF classes this year. The Leader Boards are published in the
AVANZ News. Remember, scores from events run directly by
the SIG are posted automatically, but all others – from NDC,
club ying and private ying – must be sent to
wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz.

A Vintage Newsletter (AVANZ News) is now available by Email only FREE to all MFNZ members by contacting the
Vintage SIG Secretary. The Newsletter is also available on
the MFNZ website on the Vintage pages. The Newsletter
comes out every 2 months with details of Vintage models,
events and ideas. The new Editor Bernard Scott has made
some excellent changes and with new contributors the News
is a good read.

NDC Events
There are a variety of NDC events scheduled each month for
the various Vintage classes in both Free Flight and Radio, so
why not schedule your Club events to match the NDC Calendar,
as do some Clubs.

Vintage Rules
The latest Rules, dated January 2015, incorporating the
changes approved at the 2015 AGM and the new 1/2E and E
Texaco rules are now on the MFNZ website. Copies may also
be obtained from the Vintage SIG Secretary by e-mail

AVANZ Vintage Plans Hire
Due to the digitisation process we can now make all plans
available to MFNZ members free of charge.Plans will be in pdf

Vintage E-mail list
The Vintage SIG has an e-mail list that contacts those MFNZ
interested in Vintage model ying, keeping them up to date
with Vintage model affairs if you wish to be added to this list
please contact the Vintage SIG Secretary by e-mail at
gramain@xtra.co.nz

control line
SIG
2014/15 Stunt Series
The nal Round held in Rotorua in May brought a successful
series to and end.

to include contests at Whangarei and Rotorua next year so it
will become a six contest series.
FINAL SERIES RESULTS:
Classic ‘A’ Team Race
1st
Don Robinson
2nd
Ashley Keeling
3rd
Brendan Robinson

Classic ‘B’ Team Race
1st
Steve Hansen
2nd
Ashley Keeling
3rd
John Ryan

The range of hardware used was quite diverse, with the
number of electric powered models growing This trend will
continue. There were some “traditional” designs and of course
several “Pizazz” (Owen Rogers prole design) and models
that exhibited all the latest developments and styles.

Slow Goodyear Team Race
1st
Andrew Robinson
2nd
Ashley Keeling
3rd
Brendan Robinson

In the end it still comes down to the ier on the handle and good
trimming of the model.

“The weather forecast from early in the week was rubbish for
Saturday so Thursday I made the difcult decision to postpone
until Sunday. While it was the right decision, it reduced the
entries sharply, from an anticipated 10-12 to only six.

Shortest day Combat meeting at Mercer

Electric models took the top two places in F2B with Loren Nell
in the top place with his own design followed by Kevin Barnes
with a Retro Discovery Ukraine) model electric converted to
electric from a glow 60. Sportsman entries were down a little.
F2b
1. Loren Nell
2 Kevin Barnes
3 Danny Walker

Sportsman
1.Bryce Rackley
2. Graeme Duncan
3.David Thornley

Thanks to the Judges and number crunchers without whom
there would not have been a series.
THE 2105/16 STUNT SERIES timetable is below. The series
starts earlier than in the past, so it can nish before the C/L
World Champs in Perth in May.
Stunt SERIES 2015-16 (F2B & Sportsman)
Rd Date
Venue
Location
1
Oct Lab W/E NPMAC
New Plymouth
2
14-Nov
Mercer
Mercer
3
2-4 Jan 16
NPMAC
New Plymouth
4
8-Feb
Hamilton Waikato Champs
5
1-2 March
Portland
Whangarei
6
25-26 March Clareville Nationals
7
9-Apr
RMAC
Rotorua

Control Line Grass Racing Series 2015
The 2015 Grass Racing Series was conducted over four
contests, all at the Mercer ying circle at the Waikato Champs
in February and 3 racing contests held in March, May & June.
The Team Race classes contested were Classic A Team Race
(2.5cc), Classic B Team Race (5cc) and Slow Goodyear. The
best three scores from the four contests were used to
determine the series placings.

It's only the second time in 17 years we've had to postpone
(from memory) so not too bad
Points to note.
• No one was on the current speed limit, most were 31/10
ish, Graeme Christie a touch faster, as no one had a
massive speed advantage we let it go. If the speeds are
relatively even does it matter ?
• I should have been a bit smarter around format, any
contest I run in future I'll tweak the format. 6 or less entries
? Round robin then y off any tie for rst (or go on head to
head result)
• 8 or less entries would be triple elimination.
Nine or more, straight double elimination. It would work out at 6
entries 15 matches, 8 Entries 23 matches, 9 or more (2N -1)
matches
I can't thank our guest judges enough, Rosco Smith, Steve
Hansen and Bob Reynolds with help from Glen Lewis made for
a good contest
Congratulations Alistair ( damn you !)
Results
1.
Alistair Boys
2.
Rob Wallace ( unlucky !)
3.
Jon Spain
The hard luck story of the day was Rob Wallace, who got
through to the nal with both lives intact, but reserved his worst
for last. Kevin’s day was a close second , test engine in pits, go
out to circle, plug blown, no spare ! Doh..”

2016 Nationals

In Classic A there were 9 contestants and won by Don
Robinson won. In Classic B there were 5 contestants with
Steve Hansen supported class and also the most competitive.
There were 11 contestants and it was won by Andrew
Robinson.

The Nationals are being held at Easter which clashes with the
long standing Taranaki Champs. The C/LinerS at New
Plymouth MAC have moved their Champs the rst weekend
in January. So the clash is addressed and both very
signicant control line events can be held. The Taranaki
meeting will be held over the new year weekend, with
Statutory holidays on the Friday and Monday .

Thanks to Bob Reynolds for organising and mowing the venue
plus all who helped as timekeepers during the races. It is hoped

Great results, thanks to all involved, more detail nearer the
time.

President
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Bill DeRenzy (Tauranga), Scott
Chisholm, Dave Grifn and Peter Hewson (Christchurch), Joe
Wurts (Hawkes Bay)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at:
http://nzmaa.org.nz/soaring
www.facebook.com/pages/NZ-SoaringSIG/122980667806846
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
Go to www.nzmaa.org.nz/interest/soaring.htm to download the 2015 FAI F3K World Champs
Alex Hewson of Christchurch is the 2015 F3K world champ
2015 Soaring calendar.
winning a gold medal at the recent FAI F3K World champs in
Croatia. An awesome result, congratulations and well done.
2015 Soaring Calendar:
Sept NDC, #147 Thermal D (F500)
To add to Alex's achievement, the NZ team won Gold too. All
Sept NDC, #165 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
three NZ yers progressed from the preliminary rounds into
Sept NDC, #166 ALES Radian Class P
the y-off.
Sept NDC, #167 Slope Pylon Class G
Sept NDC, #168 Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Please see the write-up elsewhere in this magazine.
Sept SI Aerotow Rally, Christchurch
Sept SI Aerotow Rally, Christchurch
Soaring Rally
Sat
12 Sep, F3J Trial Rain-date, North Island
The North Island Soaring Rally will be held on the 5th & 6th
Sun 13 Sep, F3J Trial Rain-date, North Island
December
at the Taupo Model Flyers Field. Open to all forms
Sat
26 Sep, NI F3B Event #5, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd
of
Soaring.
BBQ lunch available both days. Mark the date on
Sun 27 Sep, NI F3B Event #5, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd
the
calendar
now!!.
Oct
NDC, #169 Slope Distance Class F
Oct
NDC, #197 ALES 123 Class N
Southern Fling
Oct
NDC, #198 ALES Radian Class P
The Southern Fling will not be held in the south island this year
Oct
NDC, #199 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
and will most likely be in Matamata over 15th - 17th January
Oct
NDC, #200 FAI F3F
2016. Mark the calendar now. More details to follow. Enquires
Sat
17 October 2015, NI F3K Event #4, TBA
to Kevin Botherway rowdy01@xtra.co.nz
Nov NDC, #219 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Nov NDC, #220 ALES 200 Class N (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Nov NDC, #221 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Nov SI Aerotow Rally, Waimate
Nov SI Aerotow Rally, Waimate
Sat
14 Nov, NI AeroTow Rally, TECH Park Tauranga
Sun 15 Nov, NI AeroTow Rally, TECH Park Tauranga
Sat
5 Dec, North Island Soaring Rally
Sun 6 Dec, North Island Soaring Rally
Note: South Island thermal events will be advertised using the
NZRCSG and CHCHSOAR Email groups. For more info
contact David Grifn David@grifn.org.nz .
To join NZRCSG send a blank email to subscribenzrcsg@yahoogroups.com and to join CHCHSOAR
subscribechchsoar@yahoogroups.com.

Rob Wallace

Free Flight in All its Glory
North Island Free Flight champs and some
Now that the decision to hold the National Championships at
Easter 2016 has been made, the Free Flight SIG in conjunction
with the Vintage and Free Flight /CL Scale Sig has decided to
put together a 3 day event covering the different aspects of Free
Flight i.e . Outdoor Free Flight, Vintage Free Flight , Scale
Free Flight as well as Indoor Free Flight from 8th to 10th
January 2016. Graham Lovejoy is putting together the program
for the Outdoor events which hopefully will be published
elsewhere in the magazine. I will be coordinating the Indoor
events.
This is a promotional event showcasing various freeight
events and will have a minimal entry fee of $5 for any number of
the Outdoor events which will be held at Proctor Road Te Hoe,
and $15 for any number of the Indoor events at Westpac
Stadium, Ron Laird Drive, Morrinsville. Unfortunately the
Indoor Hall has a fairly high hourly hireage rate but it is a good
Indoor Venue. Indoor events will be Peanut Scale, Kit Scale,
Indoor Rubber Scale, Indoor Hand Launch Glider & Hangar
Rat.
Final conrmation will be in following MFW but the Indoor time
is expected to be from 4pm to 9pm, Saturday 9th January with
Scale events starting at 4pm and HLG and Hangar Rat starting
at 7pm.
So get building Now! Or dust off those old models or just come
have a look at both lots of events.I have booked a 4 bed motel
unit in Morrinsville which is within walking distance to the Indoor
Hall if anyone is interested in sharing. Could persons interested
in competing in the Indoor events please contact me by email or
phone at ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz or 068784993 cell 0274344027.
Note the various events are being subsidised by the SIGS.
It is Planned to hold the FreeFlight AGM at Proctor Rd, probably
on Sunday 10th January where there is likely to be a good
number of yers to attend. To be conrmed.
Another good free ighter has passed away, that is Bruce
Keegan. He was 94. His craftsmanship was outstanding
especially with the Indoor models.
With the Change in FAI rules and other events the Trials system
for selecting members for World Championships needs
modifying to align with these changes .Therefore here is the
following remits.
Remit 1.
To allow the Free Flight SIG to be able to adjust the trials Rules
qualifying score to suit changes in the FAI rules, providing the
changes are announced prior to the start of the trials period.

Explanation:
The new rules for World Champs and Continental events are to
be 5 rounds plus yoffs. With a 4 minute rst round and 5th
round if conditions permit. With our current rules the trials
scores need to be 3x 1000 seconds or better. Under the new
rules a 5 round contest on a good day would equal 1020
seconds for 5 rounds. If the contest director changes to 5x 180
second max then the 1000 seconds can’t be achieved so the
contest would be worthless as an NZ trial. Antony Koerbin has
suggested 700 seconds for 5 rounds or better (x3) and I have
suggested 80% or better of the 5 round trial (x3), so whatever
max is decided on the day a trialist would need to score 80% or
better of the 5 rounds to have a qualifying score. Constructive
feedback appreciated!
Remit 2.
Ammend the Trials wording to “The rst National
Championships held in the Calender Year of the trials to be a
qualifying Trial”
Explanation:
There are wording difculties in the current rules as Nationals
dates have changed to what they used to be and it is possible
that Nationals dates in the current system could fall into the
year after the trials and be invalid.
Remit 3.
The South Island trials area to be split into 2 areas named
Northern South Island and Southern South Island. The
boundary to be a line through the Rangitata River.
Explanation:
Currently if someone in Christchurch wished to hold a trial as
well as someone in Balclutha in the same month in their
respective areas then that would not be allowed for both areas
in the same month. The amendment would allow more
exibility for South Islanders to trial at the same time in different
parts of the South Island like the North Islanders can do in the
Northern and Central designated areas.
This is an online vote to be voted on prior to 30th September
2015. Those wishing to discuss the remits and vote on them
p l e a s e r e g i s t e r w i t h m y s e l f , R o b e r t Wa l l a c e a t
ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz so that I can pass the information around.
Although there is only a small number of New Zealanders
actually competing at World Championship contests the
correct rules allowing them to be able to compete are vitally
important.
At the Combined SIGs AGM in Auckland there were pledges
and donations passed on to purchase a debrillator and with a
top up from MFNZ there is just enough to buy two of them
which can and should be requested for large events. It has
already been booked for the January event. The Freeight SIG
is also purchasing a face mask with valve for doing
resuscitation breathing for the patient and other SIGS were
encouraged to purchase the same. The debrillators require
some maintenance so any donations are still welcome. It could
be YOU requiring it!!!
As mentioned last time Free ight is not all about competition
and Antony Koerbin has sent me some photos of his climber
model I helped him bring back from the USA which he has
refurbished from a tatty old dusty model to the Gem it is today.
Keep sending me photos and stories like this for Model Flyers
World please!!!

